
GIANT ALPHABET 

AGE: 3-6 ans
CONTENTS: Giant 28-piece puzzle • 26 card shapes 
SKILLS: Recognise the alphabet • Develop vocabulary • Develop dexterity.

A is for ape! B is for boat! C is for cat… Put the alphabet puzzle together, and recognise the letters and words 
thanks to the shapes that fit in.

Thank you for choosing this Ecoplay game.
You can find all the instructions of our games in downloadable digital form online, to further contribute to protecting our environment. 

Children put the giant illustrated puzzle together and recognise the alphabet and their first words. Thanks to the letters 
shown on each piece, they can also develop their dexterity tracing the shape with their finger, following the arrows.
Firstly, the children can start grouping the shaped objects and then name them together aloud: “This is the ape… and this
is the boat”. Then, we can show them the pieces with the letters and words put together the shaped objects in alphabetical 
order: we then say the name of the letter and object aloud, like this: "A-APE; B-BOAT; C-CAT; E-ELEPHANT...". To make learning 
easier, we can start with 3-4 words at a time. We then encourage the child to trace each letter pronounced with their finger, 
following the arrows. Repeat the names of the objects a few times and encourage the child to do the same. 
Finally, we remove the objects from the pieces, mix them up and encourage children to look at the shaped objects and find 
the ones corresponding to the puzzle pieces, encouraging them to put them in the right place. The pieces can only be put 
together in the correct way, meaning children can conduct the task independently. The parent or teacher should merely
be there to give some simple suggestions and not carry out any of the activities for them. Once all the pieces are ready,
we can put the giant alphabet puzzle together. 
 


